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Balloon Payload Capabilities
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Shown here: 3 solar-powered payloads 
staged in Antarctica for LDB flights of 
2-6 weeks. Helium balloons of 40 
million ft3 will lift these 4000 - 6000 lb 
payloads to float altitudes of 120,000 ft 
(35 km), above 99.5% of the terrestrial 
atmosphere.

• Size, Weight & 
Power

• Flight Duration

• Atmospheric 
Opacity

• Daytime Sky 
Background
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• Domestic flights (Ft Sumner, NM): ~2 days; 

• LDB (long duration) flights (Antarctica in 
Dec-Feb or Kiruna, Sweden): 20 - 40 days; 

• ULDB (using super-pressure balloons) 
should provide 100 day flights.

• ESA is pioneering circumpolar flights from 
Kiruna (over Canada, US and Russia).

• Size, Weight & 
Power

• Flight Duration

• Atmospheric 
Opacity

• Daytime Sky 
Background
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• Size, Weight & 
Power

• Flight Duration

• Atmospheric 
Opacity

• Daytime Sky 
Background • Sky brightness decreases by 2x for every 5 km 

increase in altitude.

• Sky brightness is expected to drop as -4, which 
it does except for angles near the Sun.
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Q1:  Diffraction-limited image quality from 120kft?
Q2:  Can a balloon-borne telescope point well enough?
ANSWER: Yes - Consider the SUNRISE mission

Source: Peter Barthol, Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research



SUMMARY: Balloon Payload Capabilities

• In summary, NASA’s BPO supports balloon missions 
up to 4 tons, float altitudes of 35 km, power limited 
by solar panels (kilowatts available), and durations 
up to 40+ days. NASA-sponsored payloads are flown 
without cost to the PI.

• Telluric transmission is excellent throughout the 
visible and near-IR.

• Daytime background is about 100x less than from 
the ground.

• One and two meter apertures should perform at 
the diffraction limit!
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Balloons for VENUS INVESTIGATIONS

• Cloud Tracking

• Cloud Properties

• Surface Thermal 
Maps

• Trace Gas 
Distributions

• Lightning Survey
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A 40 inch aperture lets us image Venus at 
the 1.74 µm window with 0.44 arcsec 
resolution, equivalent to 100 km (at 
inferior conjunction). We can track clouds 
at 5 m/s from the IRTF, but continuous 
observations from the stratosphere should 
provide 1-2 m/s rates on the nightside 
and 0.5 m/s on the dayside – sufficient 
to resolve meridional motion.
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The whole spectrum is 
sensitive to the cloud. 
This sensitivity changes 
with acid concentration 
and average particle size

From Joanna Barstow’s June 
2010 talk at Aussois
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2 µm1.5 µm 2.5 µm

Acid 
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Average 
particle size

Between 2.5 and 2.6 
microns, the clouds 
are backlit by 
radiation from ~50 
km

CLOUD ABOVE 
50 km

Between 1.7 and 2.5 microns, 
the clouds are backlit by 
radiation from ~35 km

CLOUD ABOVE 35 kmFrom Joanna Barstow’s June 
2010 talk at Aussois
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From Joern Helbert’s May 2011 talk at 
the Venus Balloon Virtual Workshop:
<data.boulder.swri.edu/efy/venus11>

While windows at 1.74 and 2.25 - 2.45 µm are most 
diagnostic for clouds in the middle and lower cloud 
decks, shorter wavelengths are more sensitive to 
thermal flux from the hot surface.
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Sciencexpress Report

Smrekar et al. 2010

Surface emissivities measured in CO2 
windows at 1.02, 1.18, 1.26(?), 1.31 and 1.40 
µm can be compared to Magellan topography 
maps. Venus Express results show three 
southern-hemisphere surface emissivity 
anomalies that are co-located with volcanic 
features.

From Joern Helbert’s May 2011 talk at 
the Venus Balloon Virtual Workshop:
<data.boulder.swri.edu/efy/venus11>
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Band ratio technique of CO on Venus 433

Fig. 1. The 2.18 to 2.50 µm thermal emission from the deep atmosphere of Venus. The result of increasing the CO abundance in the troposphere is to increase the absorption
in the 2.30 to 2.42 µm region. The dashed lines show the spectral location taken for this analysis.

2006), in order to confirm the existence of the tropospheric CO
gradient and to better elucidate its nature. Whilst their measure-
ments were in line with the expected gradients and values seen
by Galileo/NIMS, they did not manage to yield information as
to the temporal and zonal distribution of CO at this altitude of
35 km, due to their high spectral, but therefore low spatial, res-
olutions. Observations took on a new facet with the arrival of
Venus Express and its array of instruments around Venus in 2006,
which allowed the possibility of retrieving and thus monitoring CO
in the troposphere with good spatial and temporal coverage. On
board was an imaging spectrometer, VIRTIS (Drossart et al., 2007;
Piccioni et al., 2008). The subsystems on VIRTIS, called H (high
resolution spectrograph of 1 nm spectral sampling) and M-IR (low
resolution spectral imager with 10 nm spectral sampling), are able
to sample the 2.3 µm thermal emission, amongst others. VIRTIS-
M-IR has a spectral range from 1.01 to 5.19 µm, divided into 432
discrete spectral bands (Band 0 to Band 431).

Marcq et al. (2008) were able to retrieve the abundance and
the latitudinal gradient of CO using the H subchannel to good pre-
cision, whilst Tsang et al. (2008a) used the M imaging channel
to retrieve spatial maps to look for spatial and temporal varia-
tions, without substantial loss in precision. Tsang et al. (2008a)
showed the latitudinal variations as expected. However, due to the
complex and time consuming spectral fitting of the CO 2–0 band
required for the analysis, only four observations were analysed.
These observations, although limited in time, did show interesting
and significant signs of zonal and temporal variability. A faster, but
still accurate, method is thus required to derive and monitor vari-
ations in the CO concentration. This was the main motivation for
this analysis. Section 2 will deal with the drawbacks of the Collard
et al. (1993) method, followed by our new method, with forward
modelling. Section 3 contains the results and Section 4 the conclu-
sions of this analysis.

2. Analysis

2.1. Ratio methodology

The premise for this analysis was to repeat the experiment of
Collard et al. (1993) described in Section 1.1, by taking radiation

emitted at 2.30 µm, which should be sensitive only to cloud opac-
ity and compare it to the radiation emitted at 2.32 or 2.33 µm,
which is attenuated by CO as well as cloud opacity. Fig. 1 shows
how synthetic spectra behave when we artificially increase the
abundance of CO in the deep atmosphere. We shall return to this
in Section 2.2.3.

As we followed the approach mentioned above, it became clear
it was not accurate enough for our purpose. Fig. 2 shows the re-
sult from using the method on VIRTIS-M-IR observation; VI099_2,
corresponding to orbit number 99, cube 2, is used as a case
study. When we plot radiances from Band 135 versus Band 137,
which correspond to wavelengths of 2.30 and 2.32 µm, two gen-
eral trends appear, which mimic the observation by Collard et al.
(1993). The reasons for choosing these two wavelengths will be
given in Section 2.2. We then choose an arbitrary straight line to
bisect the points due to CO and those from cloud opacity. The
displacement of the points from the straight line is then plot-
ted as a function of their latitude position, and compared with
the 2.30 µm radiances, which are a direct indication of cloud
opacity. Firstly, we see that the displacement as a function of
latitude increases towards the poles. This is in line with what
is expected of the CO latitudinal structure (Marcq et al., 2008;
Tsang et al., 2008a). However, comparison with 2.30 µm radiances
also shows an anti-correlation with the cloud opacity. Clearly, this
is not an accurate method of retrieving CO in the lower atmo-
sphere, as the CO abundance should be decoupled from variations
in the overlying cloud layers. The problem comes from the selec-
tion of the straight line, which is arbitrary, and has no physical ba-
sis. Therefore, we have propose an alternative, and simpler method.

Fig. 3 shows the result of a direct division of the radiances at
Band 135 [2.300 µm] with Band 137 [2.320 µm] using the same
dataset as before. The result is a trend in the expected direction,
increasing from equator to pole, peaking at 65◦ S, but in this in-
stance, there is no discernable correlation between the ratio values
using this division method and the 2.3 µm radiances. We then plot
the zonal mean value of the Band 135/Band 137 ratio and the 2.30
µm radiance, with their 1σ standard deviation from the mean as
error bars. This gives a value for the variation of the cloud opacity

The 2.25 - 2.45 µm 
window is diagnostic 
of tracers like CO, 
OCS and H2O.

different from the mid-latitude and equatorial temperature profiles. From data taken by PVO and Seiff et al.
[60], were able to reconstruct the temperature structure from 30 to 100 km at various latitudes. The left
panel of Fig. 10 shows these model temperatures at latitudes 301, 451, 601, 751 and 801. Even at 35 km, there is
a few Kelvin difference between the temperature at latitudes o301 and those at higher latitudes. These
temperature profiles have been used to create synthetic spectra, shown in the top right panel. As one increases
in altitude, between 40 and 60 km, the temperature cools, which causes a decrease in the CO2 opacity at these
heights. Since we are probing at 35 km, below the heights where this temperature change is taking place,
it results in an apparent increase in radiances from 2.18 to 2.40 mm. A shift of 20K at the 40 km region
would change the output intensity by 20% in this spectral region. This effect would be overcompensated
by the retrieved cloud opacity imposed on the spectra. However, from 2.40 to 2.45 mm, the weighting function
shifts upwards, causing the decrease in the temperature structure to reduce the outgoing radiances. The ratio
of polar spectra to that of the 301 spectrum is shown in the bottom right panel. It indicates that the most
sensitive regions to a change in temperature structure are in the wings of the 2.3 mm window. This would
primarily affect the retrieval of SO2 values, and, to some degree, the OCS values. In the future, up-to-date
temperature profiles, particularly for the Polar Regions, should be used when fitting spectra from these
latitudes.
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C.C.C. Tsang et al. / Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative Transfer 109 (2008) 1118–1135 1131

A CO Jacobian shows sensitivities to CO abundances 
as a function of wavelength and altitude (pressure).
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AKATSUKI’s (LAC) has filters and a 50kHz fast 
exposure mode to search for lightning.

• Sky background at 120,000 ft: how does 
photon shot noise preclude seeing flashes?

• On the other hand, the expected spatial 
resolution (about 30 km on Venus) helps to 
isolate local flashes.



SUMMARY: Stratospheric Investigations of Venus

• 50 days of continuous cloud tracking at the 1 m/s level 
(night side) or 0.5 m/s (day side) will provide key data 
sets to constrain meridional motions and angular 
momentum transport.

• Interacting chemical and dynamical processes (e.g., in 
regions of upwelling/downwelling) can be measured at 
the 100 km scale by mapping trace gases and cloud 
characteristics.

• Surface emissivity anomalies are a key test of surface 
activity near volcanoes. Let’s look at northern 
hemisphere terrain (at 60 km resolution).

• Search for lightning and possibly characterize it.
Eliot Young • VEXAG AUG 2011



Building a Reusable Stratospheric Platform

• 2009 LCANS workshop (www.boulder.swri.edu/
LCANS09/talks.html) concluded that there 
needs to a “facility telescope in the 
stratosphere.”

• NASA’s CSBF is, in fact, working towards this 
goal: they already provide important 
infrastructure: communications, telemetry, 
coarse pointing (±1°), and with soon-to-be-
tested Wallops Arc-Second Pointing System 
(WASP), a fine pointing system.

• To provide a cost effective data stream, we 
(VEXAG) should support (endorse?) a pointed 
telescope that can (a) provide diffraction-limited 
observations and (b) allow investigator 
instruments (e.g., imaging FTS, etc.)
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Gondola and Telescope
Side Elevation View

Crash Cage

WASP
Platform

Gimbal
Frame

Optical Bench
Housing

Primary
Mirror Cell

Metering
Truss

Secondary
Assembly

Momentum Transfer
Unit and Frictionless
Bearing

Suspension Cables

Solar
Panel (2)

Note: Thermal Shielding Omitted for ClarityUpcoming Inferior Conjunctions
Date             Venus’ Declination
06-JUN-2012   +22.5°
11-JAN-2014  -16.5°
15-AUG-2015 +06.5°
25-MAR-2017 +09.5°



Some Future Technologies to Watch

• OTCCDs (orthogonal transfer CCDs) to provide 
solid-state fine steering capabilities (e.g., as used on 
PanSTARRS).

• Avalanche HeCdTe arrays to provide very low read 
noise IR detectors.

• Super-pressure balloons to enable LDB missions 
through day/night cycles (more relevant to faint 
night-time targets).

• Recent attempt at a circumpolar flight from the 
Esrange site in Kiruna, Sweden (new venues for 
month-long flights).
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